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Abstract. Quartz has the chemical composition Si02. It is an
abundant mineral in the

Earth crust and its mechanical properties govern the rheological behaviour of
a number of

crustal rocks. Quartz is also
a

material widely used in industry (resonators, filters ...) owing
to its remarkable piezoelectric properties. Very small amounts of water in the quartz lattice

dramatically affect its mechanical properties. The mechanical strength of "wet" quartz is at

least lo times lower than that of "dry" quartz. This effect of water on quartz has been called

hydrolytic weakening. The piezoelectric performances of resonators are also dramatically
re-

duced by the presence of amounts of water as small as [H]/[Si] m 300 at. ppm- In order to get
better performances, crystal growers have investigated the drown-in lattice defects (dislocations,

twins, occurrence of water and other chemical impurities) and their influence on piezoelectric
performances. The community of mineral physicists have also investigated the lattice defects in

quartz, especially dislocations, and the physical factors influencing their mobility. They have

also investigated the behaviour of quartz under extreme dynamic pressure; this situation
corre-

sponds to shock
waves

generated by the impact of meteorites on the Earth's surface. The aim

of this article is to review the mechanical behaviour of quartz under various thermomechanical

conditions and the role of the impurity "water"
on

the relevant physical properties of quartz.

1. Introduction

a-quartz is the stable crystalline phase of silica Si02 at ambient conditions; it is rhombohedral

with a space group P3121 or P3221 depending on its chirality (right-handed or left-handed three

fold axis). Quartz is at a time an
abundant mineral in the Earth crust and a material widely

used for its piezoelectric properties (resonators). Very pure quartz is extremely strong, even

at high temperature, but small amounts of water dissolved in its lattice render it much more

ductile. This hydrolytic weakening effect was discovered by Griggs and Blacic in 1965 [1-3j
This solved the apparent paradox to which the mineral physicist's community was faced during

more than one decade. Indeed in laboratory experiments, natural, gem quality quartz crystals

ii-e- without water or dry quartz) exhibited a very high strength, even at high temperature
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and under high confining pressure and differential stress [4-7j. By contrast, in quartz-bearing
rocks there is abundant microscopic evidence that quartz has flowed extensively and is weaker

than other minerals such as feldspars, under most conditions occurring in the Earth's crust,

I-e- at moderate temperature < 700 °C, confining pressure < 700 MPa, and differential stress

< 200 MPa.

Griggs and Blacic also showed that some synthetic quartz are "wet" and ductile under moderate

stress and that natural (dry) quartz can be hydrolytically weakened ii-e- become ductile) in

the presence of water. The strength of wet crystals is at least one order of magnitude lower

than the one of natural crystals deformed in dry conditions (Fig. 1). Water contents as low as

0.005 weight ([Hj /[Sij re 300 at. ppm) induce the weakening effect, and these wet quartz can

be plastically deformed at moderate temperature (< 500 ° C) without confining pressure [8-12j.
Griggs and Blacic postulated that the weakening effect stems from the hydrolysis of the strong
Si-O-Si bonds by water molecules following the reaction

Si-O-Si+H20~Si-OH- -HO-Si 11)

where the broken line between the H atoms represents a weak bond. An enhanced glide
mobility of the dislocations results. They also suggested that other nominally anhydrous
silicate minerals should similarly be weakened by very small water contents. Although less

marked than in quartz, this effect has been detected in a number of other silicate minerals

like olivine (Mg,Fe)2Si04 [13j and pyroxenes (Mg,Ca,Fe)2S1206 [14j. This weakening effect is

also very important in berlinite AIP04, which is not a silicate but a structural analogue of

quartz [15j.
A few years later, McLaren and Retchford [16j proposed a slightly different model. They
suggested that the presence of water in quartz assists dislocation climb rather than dislocation
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glide. Their model as well as the former one can be called localised models because only the

water defects in the immediate vicinity of a dislocation core enhance its mobility in either glide

or climb; in these models hydrolytic weakening implies that water defects diffuse toward the

dislocation core and interact with it (assist the nucleation of jogs and for kinks). In contrast,
Hirsch [17j and Hobbs [18,19j independently proposed a delocalised model. In strong analogy
with covalent semi-conductors [20, 21j they assumed that dislocations in quartz are terminated

in unsaturated bonds (also called dangling bonds). Randomly distributed water point defects

would act like a doping and induce shallow levels in the band gap. Kinks and for jogs, which

also form localised levels in the gap, could thus trap the carriers of the shallow level. As a

consequence a larger density of (charged) kinks and/or jogs would result in wet quartz, alloJ~.ing

a higher dislocation mobility. However the computer simulations performed by Heggie and

Nylen [22, 23j show that the core structures of perfect dislocations are reconstructed in quartz,
I-e- the unpaired orbitals along the dislocation core rotate, overlap and form weak bonds. As a

result no unsaturated (dangling) bonds are expected and no extra charged kinks or jogs should

form. In contrast with the case of covalent semi- conductors, the weakening effect in quartz
thus appears to be a localised effect. The mobility of the dislocations (glide and for climb) in

wet quartz must be governed by the diffusion of water point defects or at least implies that

water point defects diffuse toward the dislocation cores.

Water point defects also strongly affect the performances of piezoelectric devices. Small

amounts of water dramatically decrease the quality factor of quartz resonators. Up to the

sixties piezoelectric components were cut in natural gem quality single crystals (mostly col-

lected in Brazil). With the development of modern electronics the need for numerous, cheap,
and precise quartz resonators, filters and other piezoelectric devices has rendered necessary

the mass production of large quantities of synthetic quartz. Actually more than 1,500 tons of

synthetic quartz are grown every year in the world and most crystal growers estimate the piezo-
electric efficiency of their crystals by measuring their concentration of O-H radicals [24-26j.

In a continuous effort spent over a decade or more, crystal growers have reduced the water

content of synthetic crystals. They actually produce high quality quartz (premium grade) from

natural seeds (natural quartz crystals generally contain a very low dislocation density) and at

a very low growth rate (< 0.2 mm/day). This allows growth to occur at thermodynamic con-

ditions very close to equilibrium. These modern synthetic crystals with water contents as low

as [Hi /[Sij < 20 at. ppm are drier and purer than most natural gem quality quartz which most

often contain small amounts of chemical impurities, especially Al. This later impurity is asso-

ciated with a proton for charge compensation. This complex defect induces a severe damping

of the electro-acoustic waves and decreases the piezoelectric performances of resonators. Well

designed resonators carefully machined in pure synthetic quartz material have a remarkable

high precision. Good time keeping quartz devices present a long time relative shift of their

resonance frequency as low as
10~~~ I-e- the uncertainty on absolute time measurement is less

than 3 seconds per million year; their short time shift can be as lol~~ as
10~~~

2. Crystallography, Dislocations, Twins and Glide Systems

Figure 2 shows the stability fields of the various polymorphs of silica. a-quartz is stable up

to 573 °C at ambient pressure. Above this temperature it transforms into fl-quartz. The

transition is displacive (indicated by a double arrow in Fig. 2b) and the fl phase is non

quenchable. The rhombohedral structure of a-quartz was elucidated by Braggs and Gibbs in

1926 [27j its Bravais lattice is hexagonal and the four index notation of Miller-Bravais is used

below for both the direct and the reciprocal space [28, 29j. The unit vectors of the primitive
cell are at room conditions

a =
0.4921 nm and c =

0.5400 nm
(review of recent determinations
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Fig. 2- a) Stability fields of the various silica polymorphs- b) Phase transformations at ambient

pressure.

in Ref. [30]). The Si and O atoms form a tridimensional network of Si04 tetrahedra sharing
their four corners. Because of the marked covalent character of the Si-O-Si bonds the quartz

structure has no plane with weak bonds into which dislocations would easily glide. Figure 3 is a

simplified representation of the crystal structure. Only the Si atoms and the strong Si-Si bonds

via an oxygen atom are reported (bars). The O atoms (not represented) lie approximately in

the middle of the bars. Among the numerous twin laws of quartz [31j two are frequently
observed, the DauphinA and Brazil twins. DauphinA twinning corresponds to a ~ rotation

around the three fold screw axis c.
It is an electric poison for piezoelectric devices because the

polarisation vector parallel to a is reversed in the twinned domains. Dauphin# twin boundaries

can have any orientation, but they most often run parallel to the prismatic planes (1010). In

the high temperature polymorph fl-quartz, c becomes a
sixfold axis and the

~ _rotation around

c becomes a symmetry operation of the structure; therefore Dauphin# twins disappear above

the
o -

fl transition. DauphinA twins often form during cooling from high temperature. At

the fl
- a transition, they occur as low temperature variants. Brazil twinning results from the

change of the enantiomorphous or chiral character of the threefold screw axis c
[left-handed

-

right handed) these twins do not vanish at the a -
fl transition. Both types of twins have the

peculiarity of keeping unchanged the Bravais lattice (no extra spots on diffraction patterns),
only the positions of the atoms in the unit cell change. Therefore such twins do not look like

mechanical twins and are not expected to form by plastic deformation like the (lld2) twins in

usual hexagonal structures like zinc for instance.

In most crystals the Burgers vectors of the mobile dislocations are the shortest lattice repeats

of the structure. In a-quartz the lattice parameters a, c
and a+c are the shortest lattice repeats

and all three have been characterized as Burgers vectors of either as-grown dislocations or

dislocations induced by natural or
experimental deformation. A number of techniques have
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Si atoms at level
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filled circle. Their atomic positions in the unit cell
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u =

0.465 at room temperature. Thick bars on
b) indicate that two different bonds
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same projection (they connect a given atom to two other ones which appear on the projection

at the same
place).

been used for characterizing them: etch pitting for determining their densities and their glide
planes [32, 33j, X-ray (Lang) topography [34-36j, and Conventional Transmission Electron

Microscopy (CTEM) ill, 37-39j. Characterizations by CTEM are rendered difficult by the

sensitivity of the material to electron beam (it rapidly amorphises)- A few unambiguous
Burgers vectors determinations were performed by using the criterion of no contrast in two

beam conditions for g b
=

0 (g
=

diffraction vector, b
=

Burgers vector). These results have

recently been confirmed by Large Angle Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction (LACBED) [39j,

a technique necessiting a very weak intensity. TrApied and Doukhan [40j suggested on the

basis of CTEM observations that a
dislocations produced by experimental deformation in wet

synthetic quartz are slightly dissociated in either the basal (0001) or a prismatic (1010) plane

following the reaction

a -
1/2a + 1/2a (2)

They also proposed a crystallographic model for low stacking fault energy: all the Si04 tetra-

hedra on both sides of the fault must still share their four corners and keep mutual orientations

close to the ones in the perfect crystal. Dissociation of a dislocations in the basal plane fulfil

this criterion only in the case of a zonal dissociation, I.e. a dissociation extending in three
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Fig. 4. Model of zonal dissociation of
a a

dislocation in the basal plane, after [12].

adjacent hasal layers (Fig. 4). Further investigations by Cherns et al. [41] by High Resolution

Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM)
on naturally deformed quartz did not reveal,

however, any dissociation. More recently Cordier and Doukhan [42j observed widely disso-

ciated
a

and a + c
dislocations with dissociation widths > 1 pm in a synthetic quartz with

a low water content experimentally deformed under high differential stress. They obtained

by LACBED unambiguous characterizations of the partial Burgers vectors (these results are

independent of the possible anisotropy of the crystal).
a

basal dislocations are dissociated

following the reaction proposed by TrApied and Doukhan (Eq. (2)).
a + c dislocations also

dissociate into two collinear partials with equal Burgers vectors 1/2(a + c). This comforts the

crystallographic model of zonal dissociation for
a

dislocations. The criterion is also satisfied for

the stacking faults in (1010) prismatic planes associated with 1/2(a + c) partial dislocations.

Altogether these observations show that the amount of water and the deformation parameters

T, P, and especially the intensity of the applied differential stress can change the fine core

structure of the mobile dislocations. The mobile dislocations would be any type of perfect
dislocations (Burgers vectors a, c, and

a + c) in very wet crystals which can be plastically
deformed without confining pressure and at moderate stress level. In contrast, in quartz with

a low water content which can be deformed only under large confining pressure and large
differential stress, only the dislocations with the lowest stacking fault, will be able to widely

dissociate, would have an appreciable mobility and the number of active glide systems would

be severely reduced. In quartz with low OH content the mobility of dislocations thus seems to

parallel their ability to dissociate.

3. Solubility and Diffusivity of Water in Quartz

Although the Czochralski process (slow solidification of the molten phase) is widely used for

materials like silicon for instance, it cannot be used to grow synthetic quartz because of the

occurrence of high temperature polymorphs. a-quartz is thus synthesised by hydrothermal
growth at moderate temperature and pressure (typically 360 °C, 150 MPa) in large auto-

claves separated in two regions by a small aperture. The high temperature region contains

a Si02 saturated aqueous solution [nutrient) and the lower temperature region contains the

growing crystals. NaOH or Na2C03 is often added to the nutrient in order to increase the

solubility of Si02. It is not surprising that in such conditions the first synthetic crystals pro-

duced in the sixties contained a lot of water. This water content is currently detected and
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quantitatively measured by Infrared Absorption Spectroscopy (IAS) in the wave number range
4000-2500 cm~~ [43-45j. Water contents as large as [Hi /[Sij

=
3000 at. ppm have been mea-

sured in crystals grown some thirty years ago or so. In contrast recently grown quartz are much

dryer with water contents below the detectability limit of the technique < 20 at. ppm). Many
growth experiments have shown that the first crystals synthesised in the sixties were super-

saturated because of too high growth rates which led to growth in non equilibrium conditions.

Most of the water occurs in these crystals under the form of very tiny fluid inclusions (10 to

100 nm in diameter) which were first detected by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
by McLaren et al. [46j. The true solubility of water in quartz under the form of randomly

distributed point defects must be quite low at the standard (T, P) growth conditions. Substi-

tutional Al~+ impurities associated with a proton for charge balance have also been detected by
Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) and IAS [47j. It is unlikely that these impurities often noted

Al-OH centres play an important role in hydrolytic weakening, as their diffusivity is expected

to be extremely low; in the following they are not considered.

The possibility of introducing water point defects in an initially dry quartz (diffusional uptake)
has been carefully tested at high temperature and high confining pressure [44, 48-51j. No sig-
nificant increase of the water content were observed. Either the solubility or the diffusivity of

these point defects is very low. One must thus actually assume that in the original weakening
experiments of Blacic and Griggs, water was introduced in the samples along their numerous

fractures generated by the large confining pressure.
The equilibrium solubility of water point defects in quartz has been tentatively computed by
several authors [12, 52-57]. All these computations are grossly based on the same hypotheses

and can be schematically summarized as follows. One considers a thermodynamic system con-

stituted of a reservoir of pure water with a quartz crystal immersed in it. For a given model of

water point defects (substitutional
or

interstitial) the Gibbs energy of the system is computed

as a function of the relevant thermodynamic variables, T, P, and the concentration of water

point defects. This Gibbs energy is then minimised versus the concentration of point defects

at given T and P. This yields the theoretical equilibrium solubility of point defects c(T, P).
This function contains, however, unknown parameters. the values of which can be determined

by equating the theoretical c(T, P) function to known (or assumed to be known) values of this

equilibrium concentration at different sets of (T, P) conditions. For instance the concentration

of OH in premium grade quality quartz is of the order of 20 at. ppm and is assumed to be an

equilibrium value. Except for Haggon et al. [58j who assume that water enters in quartz under

the form of interstitial molecules (which preferentially diffuse along the c
channels), all other

authors assume that water dissolves in quartz under the form of substitutional defects noted

(4H)s;. Such a defect is formed by the substitution of a Si02 group by two water molecules

or equivalently the substitution of a Si atom by 4Hs. This defect is equivalent to the (4H)s;
hydrogarnet defect already characterized in grossular garnet [59-61j. In quartz (4H)s; defects

have been experimentally characterized by ESR [6?, 63j. They have also been shown to be

related to hydrolytic weakening [64j. The computation of the equilibrium solubility of water

defects is schematically done as follows. Let g(T, P) be the Gibbs energy of a water molecule

in the water reservoir of the system considered above. Incorporating 2 water molecules in the

initially dry crystal as a substitutional point defect increases the Gibbs energy of the crystal by

Gf (Gf
=

Gibbs energy of formation of the defect) and decreases the Gibbs energy of the water

reservoir by 2g(T, P). Incorporating 2n water molecules in the crystal leads to a variation of

the Gibbs energy of the system

AG
=

+nGf 2ng(T, P) TSm;x (3)
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Fig. 5. Equilibrium solubility c(T, P) of (4H)s~ substitutional defects in quartz after [52].

where Sm;x is the usual mixing entropy associated with the formation of n such point defects

in a crystal lattice with N possible sites for them.

Sm;x
=

kLn
~~ ~~" (4)

n.

The equilibrium atomic concentration of (4H)si defects c(T, P) immediately results from the

minimisation of AG versus n at fixed T and P

c(T, P)
= exp

~~
~/)~~'~~ (5)

The variation with T and P of the Gibbs energy g(T, P) of pure water is well known up to

quite large T and P values [65-67]. However it is clear that the fluid in equilibrium with the

crystal at high T and P must not be pure water but an aqueous solution appreciably enriched

in silica. Using the g(T, P) data of pure water is thus a highly simplified approximation. One

also assumes that the formation Gibbs energy Gf
=

Hf TSf is such that Hf and Sf are

constant. In these conditions, only two experimental values of the solubility are necessary
for fully determining the equilibrium solubility function c(T, P). Depending of the choice of

the calibrations values various c(T, P) functions are obtained which lead to solubilities varying
from H/Si

re 10 to a few hundred at. ppm at high T and P values. Although they substantially
differ, all computations predict a dramatic increase of c(T,P) with P, at least at moderate

temperature. For example, Figure 5 shows the variation of c(T, P) estimated by Doukhan and

Paterson [52j. Oxygen fugacity has also been reported to affect the ductility of quartz [55, 68j.
We assume, however, that this phenomenon stems from the fact that, like PH~O, Po~ must
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affect the solubility of the water point defects and this effect could be estimated by standard

thermodynamic computations.
There have been much less investigations of the diffusivity of water point defects in quartz.

Some indirect measurements [46, 55,57] suggest an apparent diffusion coefficient at ambient

pressure

~
=

Do expj-E/RT)

with Do
=

(lo + 2)10~~~ m~ s~~ and E
=

(95 + lo) kJoule mole~~ (6)

This law was determined by studying the nucleation and growth of tiny water precipitates in a

wet quartz into which all the water was initially dissolved as randomly distributed (4H)s; point
defects. The microscopic state of water dispersion in the bulk of a quartz crystal, molecular

water in tiny fluid inclusions or (4H)s; Point defects can be determined by Near Infrared

Absorption Spectroscopy (NIAS) in the wave number range 7000-4500 cm~~ Indeed it has

been experimentally shown that both, molecular water in fluid inclusions and (4H)si Point
defects, contribute to the same large absorption band in the 3 cm~~ band. This band results

from the stretching and bending modes of both types of water. Conventional IAS thus yields
the total water content of the investigated specimen by measuring the integral absorbency
between 4000 and 2500 cm~~. In contrast NIAS in the range 7000-4500 cm~~ allows molecular

water and (4H)s> Point defects to be distinguished. The technique has been successfully applied
to the study of glasses [69-71] and various forms of silica [72, 73] including quartz [44, 45]. The

absorption band centred on 4500 cm~~ results only from the vibration modes of isolated OH

radicals (I.e. of Si-OH groups) while the one at 5200 cm~~ results from a combination of the

bending and stretching vibration modes of H20 molecules. It is thus possible to differentiate

molecular water from point defects. Unfortunately the technique is much less sensitive that

conventional IAS. Much thicker samples (up to 20 cm long for low OH content material) have

to be used, leading to mean concentrations over quite large volumes.

The annealing at temperature T and at ambient pressure ii-e- at conditions corresponding to

a very low equilibrium solubility of the water point defects) of a crystal in which all its initial

water content was practically under the form of point defects must lead to the precipitation
of molecular water. Tiny water bubbles (10 to 50 nm

diameter) are effectively detected by
TEM in this annealed material and their mean distance X is easily measured. By equating
this quantity X to twice the random walk distance of the point defects during the annealing

process one gets an estimate of the diffusion coefficient D of the water point defects

x2X/2=fiorD=- (7)

where t is the duration of the annealing. It is to be mentioned that this D value is only an

apparent diffusion coefficient. As soon as the nuclei of the precipitates are formed the measured

activation energy corresponds to a complex sequential process consisting of ii) diffusion of the

point defect over a distance of the order of ~~/2 and (it) condensation of this defect in the

precipitate. It is not impossible that an Ostwald ripening process also occurs at some stage of

the annealing experiment. When many tiny precipitates with various sizes have nucleated, the

Ostwald ripening consists in the diffusion of water point defects from the smaller precipitates
toward the larger ones. The larger precipitates thus grow at the expense of the smaller ones

which progressively disappear (but
new ones continuously nucleate). Taking into account this

Ostwald ripening phenomenon, the experimentally measured activation energy of our appar-

ent diffusion coefficient D would correspond to a
still more complex sequence consisting of

ii) dissolution of the point defect in the quartz matrix in the immediate vicinity of a small

precipitate, (it) migration of the defect toward the larger precipitate, and (iii) condensation
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of the point defect in this larger precipitate. ~vhatever the exact process associated with the

measured diffusion coefficient D (Eq. (6)), we can assume that it is not markedly different

from the one involved in water assisted deformation (hydrolytic weakening) when water point
defects diffuse toward dislocation cores and are absorbed by them.

4. Water Assisted Deformation of Wet Quartz

Since the experiments of Griggs and Blacic, a vast literature has been published on the rhe-

ological behaviour of quartz. In the case of wet synthetic quartz a simple comparison of the

experimental data published so far (stress- strain curves at given T and I for instance) gives
the impression that the behaviour of synthetic quartz is not well reproducible. For a better

understanding of these results, it may be useful to distinguish a few groups of experiments.

4.I. EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED ON DRY QUARTz. This material is very strong, even at

high temperature. As a consequence, deformation tests have to be performed under confining

pressure in order to avoid fracturing. A number of constant strain rate experiments have been

done in both solid and gas confining media. The experiments performed in a gas confining
medium are generally done at P

=
300 MPa [74-76j but Baldermann [77j worked at pressures

up to soo MPa. In solid confining medium larger pressures up to lsoo MPa can be reached

[1-6, 74j. The Griggs-type deformation apparatus induces, however, more fracturing in those

very strong and brittle specimens. Below re Too °C no plastic deformation can be induced

in dry quartz, even at very high differential stress. Above this temperature the stress-strain

curves show a limited amount of plasticity accompanied by a large strain hardening (see Fig. I).
The few TEM observations done on those samples reveal that most of the deformation results

from fracturing. One observes restricted areas with a large density of dislocations while other

regions are dislocation free. Amorphous silica and coesite have also been observed [78j as well

as a
dislocations widely dissociated in the basal plane [79j. In the experiment performed at the

highest temperature (1300 °C) Doukhan and Tr4pied [12j detected a dislocation activity only at

crack tips where the differential stress is increased by the stress concentration factor. Straight
dislocations with Burgers vectors a and a+c were characterized. They are confined in their glide

plane and present preferential directions parallel to simple crystallographic directions (Fig. 6).
It thus appear that even at temperature as high as 0.80 TM (TM

=
melting temperature of silica

re 2000 K) deformation appears to be controlled by a Peierls regime and dislocation climb is

not activated. The activation energy associated with the nucleation of kinks was independently
estimated by Doukhan and Tr4pied [12j on the basis of their TEM observations and by Heggie

[80j by computer simulations. Both find
an order of magiiitude of 5 eV. As no dislocations in

climb configuration are observed the activation energy associated with dislocation climb must

be larger than that.

4.2. EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED ON WET (SYNTHETIC) CRYSTALS. Synthetic crystals

grown in the sixties are generally rather wet with [Hi /[Sij typically of the order of1,000 at.

ppm and almost all their OHS occur under the form of molecular water in tiny fluid inclu-

sions (detected by TEM on as-grown, untreated crystals). Such crystals are very ductile and

mechanical tests can be performed without confining pressure. A number of deformation exper-

iments have been done at atmospheric pressure and at various temperatures in usual constant

strain rate machines or in dead load creep apparatuses [8-10,12, 38,81-83j. Experiments
on

single crystals or quartz aggregates were also performed with confining pressure for compari-

son with dry quartz [74, 76, 84-87j. In a number of cases the deformation microstructures were

investigated by TEM. The results (stress-strain curves and dislocation microstructures) are,
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Fig. 6. Dry quartz deformed at T
=

1300 °C, P
=

300 MPa in a gas medium apparatus. Dislocation

activity is confined to crack tips. No dislocation climb is observed. The extended horizontal defect

(bottom) is a narrow lamella of amorphous silica.

however, hardly comparable. It is now clear that these apparent discrepancies stem from the

state of dispersion of water which continuously changes with time as deformation proceeds. At

the beginning of a deformation experiment the specimen contains a high density of very tiny
fluid inclusions with a few tens to one hundred nm diameter. Due to the Ostwald ripening
phenomenon, the fluid inclusion distribution evolves toward a lower density of larger water

bubbles. The growth of the larger fluid inclusions implies that Si02 matter is removed from

the bubble surfaces in order to relax their inner pressure. This is the origin of the strong
driving force which activates the diffusion of Si and O atoms from growing bubbles (sources)
toward neighbouring dislocations (preferential sinks). As a result these dislocations climb. Su-

perimposed to the applied stress, the Ostwald ripening-induced driving force may progressively
become the prominent factor governing the plastic behaviour of wet quartz [83j. The first im-

portant aspect of hydrolytic weakening in rather wet synthetic quartz can thus be described

as a dramatic enhancement of dislocation climb, but dislocation glide is also dramatically en-

hanced. This is the second aspect of hydrolytic weakening which results from the decrease of

the nucleation energy land of the propagation energy) of elementary kinks by the water point
defects in the dislocation cores. All types of dislocations (Burgers vectors a, c and a + c) can

be activated I.e. weakening affects all glide systems. The dislocation microstructures observed

by TEM show a marked evolution with time and amount of strain. They progressively change
from dislocation configurations typical of a glide controlled Peierls regime at the beginning
of'the deformation (straight dislocations confined in their glide plane and parallel to simple

crystallographic directions, Fig. 7a) to recovery microstructures at larger deformations (curved
dislocation segments, numerous junctions and irregular subgrain boundaries, Fig. lb). This

change is detected even in specimens deformed at the lower temperatures (700 K m
TM/3).

An annealing treatment performed before deformation or a heating stage before deformation

with a low temperature slope strongly affect (increase) the flow stress. The initial disloca-

tion multiplication process also seems very specific in wet synthetic quartz. These as-grown

crystals contain quite a low dislocation density (typically
re

10~ m~~)- A dramatic increase

of this density is thus necessary at the beginning of a constant strain rate test. In materials

like silicon which also have a very low initial dislocation density, this dislocation multiplication
induces in imposed strain rate tests a severe increase of the flow stress which then decreases
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Fig. 7. Typical dislocation microstructures in a wet synthetic cry~tal ([Hi /[Si] m 1,000 at. ppm).
Compression axis II O+ (at 45° to the a and

c
directions), T

=
600 °C, constant strain rate I

=
5 x

10~~ s~~. a) Total strain
e m 2%, the dislocations

are confined in their glide plane: they show preferred
orientations parallel to simple crystallographic directions. b) Total strain e =

10To, dislocations
are

in climb configuration, they begin to form irregular subgrain boundaries. c) Total strain e =
0.I%,

dislocation multiplication is homogeneous and occurs by the nucleation of small dislocation loops
on

the growing fluid inclusions.

in the following steady state regime (yielding phenomenon with upper and lower yield points).
Similarly creep tests present a transient regime (sigmoidal creep). This dislocation multipli-
cation process leads in silicon and similar materials to a heterogeneous dislocation density at

the beginning of the deformation. Every activated Frank-Read source leads to a deformation

band with a large dislocation density while other regions still are undeformed and dislocation

free. In contrast in wet quartz detailed TEM investigations performed after very slight strains

clearly show that the dislocation multiplication process is pervasive and homogeneous. This

homogeneous dislocation multiplication in wet quartz results from the evolution of the fluid

inclusions. In order to relax their inner pressure in an environment with a low dislocation

density the growing bubbles nucleate small sessile dislocation loops which expend by climb
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in absorbing the Si and O atoms emitted by the bubble surfaces (Fig. 7c). When the loops
have reached a characteristic size (which depends on the applied stress) their screw segments
cross-slip and start the glide process while their edge segments still climb and contribute to the

relaxation of the inner pressure of the bubbles. It thus appear that larger the initial density
of fluid inclusions, larger the strain rate is. This competition between Ostwald ripening which

leads to a decrease of the density of fluid inclusions and plastic deformation can produce an

inversion in the flow stress versus temperature curve. A given specimen tested at a series

of increasing temperatures first softens as T increases, then progressively hardens at higher
temperature because the density of fluid inclusions decreases.

4.3. EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED ON CRYSTALS WITH A LOW WATER CONCENTRATION

We are concerned here by crystals with typical water contents of m 100 ppm occurring mostly

as (4H)s; Point defects. One can find in some old crystals grown in the sixties a few end regions
where the water content is of this order of magnitude and is for a large part constituted of

(4H)s; defects. This probably results from the fact that these crystals were grown in autoclaves

with a poorly controlled temperature difference between the high temperature region with the

nutrient and the lower temperature region with the growing crystals (this temperature differ-

ence controls the rate of silica brought to the growing crystals). At the end of the growth

process, the total crystalline surface onto which the supersaturated nutrient deposits silica is

much larger than at the beginning and the growth rate is appreciably reduced. The end regions

can thus grow in conditions close to equilibrium leading to drier material. Crystals with a low

water content have also been deliberately grown in modern autoclaves with a constant and

well controlled growth rate but slightly larger (0.3 to 0.5 mm
/day) than the one corresponding

to thermodynamic equilibrium and minimum water content. These crystals have a strength
comprised between the one of dry quartz and that of the wetter crystals considered in the

previous Section. Deformation tests have to be performed under confining pressure in order to

avoid fracturing.
One has to distinguish two types of deformation conditions. Either they are such that the

concentration of (4H)s; Point defects does not exceed the equilibrium solubility or the (T, P)
conditions correspond to a supersaturated water content. In the later case molecular wa-

ter will precipitate during the course of the deformation and the state of dispersion of water

will continuously change (no steady state is obtained). All experiments performed in a gas
medium apparatus correspond to this situation because the solubility of (4H)s; Point defects

remains extremely low at 300 to 500 MPa whatever the temperature. Water precipitates
during deformation but this precipitation seems slower than at ambient pressure and disloca-

tion microstructures typical of a Peierls regime extend over larger strain (or longer duration).
Tiny water precipitates and dislocation climb finally become the prominent features on TEM

micrographs of highly deformed samples, in strong analogy with the case of wetter crystals.
Deformation in a solid medium apparatus allows larger confining pressure to be reached, up

to 1500 MPa. As a general trend high confining pressure and high differential stress induce

fracturing in the sample (in the original Blacic and Griggs experiments such fractures allowed

hydrolytic weakening to occur in initially dry specimens deformed in wet assemblies). In ad-

dition, in these solid medium apparatuses the large friction along the mobile piston leads to

less precise stress-strain curves. A few experiments have been performed at confining pressures

P
=

800 to 1200 MPa and various temperatures [42, 56, 57j. Samples with a water point defect

concentration of180 at. ppm are supersaturated for all the tested conditions and water precip-
itates.The dislocation microstructures observed by TEM are typical of recovery with pervasive
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Fig. 8. a) Dislocation microstructure typical of recovery in a
crystal with [Hi /[Si] m 180 at. ppm.

Compression axis II O+. T
=

700 °C, P
=

1000 MPa, I
=

10~~ s~~ b) Dislocation microstructure

typical of
a

Peielrs regime in
a wet quartz M~ith [Hi /[Si] m 100 at. ppm. Deformation conditions

identical to a).

climb configuration (Fig. 8a). In contrast, samples with a slightly lower concentration

(100 at. ppm) tested at pressure > 1000 MPa are markedly stronger at equivalent temper-

atures (but still weaker than dry quartz). Their microstructures show only glide, even at the

higher teuiperature tested T
=

900 ° C (Fig. 8b). Only glide in (0001) and (1010) planes can

be activated in strong similarity with what was observed in dry quartz.

Therefore in these later experiments only the weakening effect acting on the glide motion of

dislocations is activated. It results from the diffusion of water point defects toward the dislo-

cation cores where they assist the nucleation (and the propagation) of elementary kinks. In

contrast with the previous case, dislocation multiplication is not homogeneous at the beginning
of the deformation. TEM observations on samples with a small strain reveal a few dislocation

bands separated by large regions which are dislocation free. The density of dislocation bands

increases with strain and the stress~strain curves exhibit an initial parabolic stage which ex-

tends up to c m
5%.
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Fig. 9. Single set of PDFS parallel to (10I3) in l~aturally shocked quartz (meteorite impact of

Popigai, Russia). They
are

straight and narrow
lamellae of dense amorphous silica.

It is remarkable that in berlinite AIP04, the structural analogue of quartz, only
a glide is acti-

vated in the dry material while, in wet crystals with numerous tiny water bubbles, all types of

dislocations are nucleated, even the ones with the unexpectedly large Burgers vector a+ c [38).
The atomic arrangement is practically identical in both structures and the lattice parameters

are practically identical except that due to the ordering of Al and P atoms, c is twice larger
in berlininte and is thus unexpected as a Burgers vector (and

a + c is still larger).

5. The Behaviour of Quartz Under Very Large Pressure

Geophysicists are interested to the behaviour of quartz submitted to strong shock waves because

this situation corresponds to the deformation conditions occurring during the impact of a large

meteorije colliding the Earth surface at hyper velocity (20 to 40 km/s). A number of large
meteorites have hit the Earth in the two first billion years of its history. They induced in

the target rocks a very strong shock compression during a very short time which in turn

induced chajacteristic lattice defects in the target minerals. In quartz grains these shock-

induced lattice defects have been found to be very resistant to subsequent metamorphic or

weathering events and in a number of cases they can still be detected. In contrast with many

metals and more ductile minerals, shock waves do not induce dislocation activity in quartz.

This has been checked on both wet and dry quartz~ with various initial dislocation densities.

These materials have been experimentally shocked at various temperatures and shock pressures

with high explosives. No significant increase of the dislocation density has been detected by

TEM. The duration of the compression stage (a few microseconds for experimental shocks) is

probably too short to allow the dislocations to propagate and multiply [88]. Shock induced

defects in quartz are called Planar Deformation Features (PDF). They are experimentally

generated by shock waves with peak pressures > IS GPa and are easily detected by optical

microscopy (transmitted light ). They appear as very straight and narrow contrasts parallel to

a few crystallographic planes with low crystallographic indices (10In) with n =
2 and 3 as

most frequent values but n =
1, 4 and the basal plane (0001) are also observed. In TEM PDFS

appear as lamellae typically 100 nm thick of amorphous silica (Fig. 9). The measurement

of its refractive index suggests that in contrast with usual silica glass, this amorphous phase
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is denser than crystalline quartz. The occurrence of PDFS in quartz grains of a rock are

presently considered as the best indicator that a large meteorite impacted the rock at high
velocity. PDFS can still be detected (and considered as an unambiguous impact signature)
millions or even one or two billions years after the impact event. The oldest meteorite impact

structure detected so far on the Earth surface (the Vredefort structure in South Africa) is more

than tP>o billions years old. In some weathered rocks which were immersed in aqueous fluids

for a long time (on a geological scale, I.e. during millions years), this amorphous silica can

partially or even completely recrystallize but in a number of cases there remains some PDFS

or remnants which still can be unambiguously detected. It is also to be mentioned that small

grains of high pressure silica polymorphs (coesite and stishovite)
are also detected in impacted

quartz.

Very similar straight and narrow lamellae of amorphised material running parallel to a few

crystallographic planes are also detected in some other shocked silicate minerals like feldspars
and pyroxenes. By analogy with the case of quartz they have been called PDFS. It is believed

that all these PDFS have the same formation mechanism based on the transformation of the

mineral into a denser amorphous silicate. At atmospheric pressure silicon presents in silicate

minerals a fourfold coordination (Si04 tetrahedra). At higher pressure most silicate minerals

transform into high pressure crystalline forms with six-fold coordinated Si atoms (Si06 octa-

hedra). For instance the crystal structure of stishovite, the high pressure polymorph of silica,
consists of a tridimensional network of edge sharing Si06 octahedra and this phase is m

40%

denser than quartz. This strongly suggests that the narrow PDF lamellae in quartz would be

a phase constituted by an irregular array of edge sharing Si06 octahedra [stishovite glass).
At the very high pressure of the shock wave the stable phase of silica is stishovite but the

reconstructive phase transformation quartz -
stishovite is sluggish even at high temperature.

In contrast the transformation crystalline quartz -
amorphous stishovite may be much more

rapid and accompanied by an appreciable volume reduction which decreases the Gibbs energy
of the system under pressure. This explains why crystalline quartz becomes amorphous under

pressure but does not explain why the transformation only occurs along some crystallographic
planes. The dynamic aspect of a shock compression must play a fundamental role in the

formation of these straight and narrow PDFS.

A shock compression is an irreversible process which is achieved by the propagation at

supersonic velocity of a sharp and strong discontinuity of pressure and other thermodynamic
quantities like temperature and specific volume. The moving shock front separates a region
behind it which is uniformly and highly compressed (and in motion) from a region in front

of it which still is at rest and uncompressed. The shock front is thus a sharp boundary
separating two crystal lattices with markedly different parameters (for strong shock waves

the lattice parameters of the compressed region can be reduced by up to 10%). The elastic

energy due to such a misfit in the boundary is huge. In a static configuration it would be

relaxed by misfit dislocations like the ones occurring in semi-conductor heterostructures for

instance. This relaxation process does not hold, however, for a boundary moving at supersonic
velocity because the misfit dislocations would have to follow the boundary (in climb motion).
It has been suggested by Goltrant et al. [89] that the nucleation of small domains of a denser

(amorphous) phase may relax the misfit elastic energy of the boundary (Fig. 10). As the

shock front moves, the amorphised domains grow and follow it in order to continuously relax

the boundary between compressed and uncompressed regions. They leave PDFS in their wake.

This process does not require atomic diffusion over large distances. Only some shuffling in

the unit cell occurs
(transformation of a regular array of corner sharing Si04 tetrahedra in an

irregular array of edge sharing Si06 octahedra). Goltrant et al. [89] also proposed a
model

for the nucleation of amorphous PDFS in quartz in the (101n) planes based on a stability
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Fig. 10. Formation mechanism of PDFS by the propagation of
a

shock wave front after [89].

criterion first proposed by Born [90,91]. This criterion states that a crystal elastically deformed

is stable as long as its elastic energy is positive whatever the sign of the increment of elastic

deformation (for instance in simple shear strain the shear modulus has to be positive). Goltrant

et al. computed the shear modulus of quartz (considered
as an anisotropic elastic medium)

as a function of the confining pressure for a number of shear systems (shear plane (hkil) and

shear direction [~tuwt] in this plane). They used the data of Purton et al. [92j who computed
from the first principles the variation with pressure (at

zero K) of the components of the elastic

stiffness tensor. They showed that the shear modulus of quartz becomes negative above a value

P m 10 GPa for shear in the [2II0] direction and in the (01In) planes with n values close to

1/2, 1, 2, 3, and 4. There is thus a correct quantitative agreement between this model and the

experimental results.

PDFS in the basal plane represent a special case. They have been characterized as thin (20 to

lo0 nm) lamellae of Brazil twins. In Section 2, Brazil twins were described as grown~in defects

with rhombohedral (1011) habit planes. Such twins change the chirality of the crystal (left
handed quartz P3121

-
right handed quartz P3221). The thin Brazil twin lamellae induced

by shock waves have a different habit plane (basal plane) and contain numerous
a/2 partial

dislocations in their boundaries (Fig. 11). McLaren et al. [78] (see also Refs. [11] and [76])
proposed a few years ago a microscopic model for mechanical twinning in the basal plane. It

would be induced by a large differential stress and would result from the cooperative glide
of a/2 partial dislocations in the basal plane. This strongly suggests that the actual thin

basal twins are mechanical ones. This also suggests that the compressive shock wave develops

at some stage of its propagation large differential stresses (tentatively estimated > 4 GPa).
Finally it is to be mentioned that in rocks which suffered a long and severe ~veathering after

a meteorite impact event, most PDFS are recrystallized excepted these twin lamellae which

appear as the most resistant shock signature at a microscopic scale. They are the only typical
defects still unambiguously detected by TEM in rocks from very old meteorite craters like the

Vredefort structure in South Africa or the Sudbury one in Canada, both being approximately
two billion years old and the oldest meteorite craters detected so far on the Earth surface.
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Fig. ii. Thin basal twin lamellae produced by
a

shock
~vave.

On this TEM micrograph they are

inclined and their boundaries
are

outlined by a
fringe system; partial

a
dislocations

are
visible in their

boundaries.

6. Quartz in Industry; Piezoelectric Applications

When
a

load is applied on a piezoelectric material, electric charges appear on its surfaces:

this is the direct piezoelectric effect. The inverse piezoelectric effect is the occurrence of a

spontaneous deformation when an electric field is applied to a piezoelectric sample. These

effects are described by equations (8a) and (8b) respectively

P=d:«=e:E (8a)

and

E =
E.d or « =

E-e (8b)

where E and P are the electric field and polarisation vector respectively, « and E the usual

second rank stress and strain tensors, and d and
e

the third rank deformation and stress

piezoelectric tensors respectively. For a non piezoelectric material the usual Hooke's law of

elasticity is

« = c E or E = s «
(9)

c and s are the fourth rank stiffness and compliance tensors respectively. In a piezoelectric
material the total deformation is the sum of its elastic and piezoelectric parts and the Hooke's

law is to be written

E = s « + E.d (10)

By using the relevant Maxwell equations

D
=

coE + P and P
=

fox-E (11)

with co is the permitivity of vacuum and x is the second rank dielectric susceptibility tensor,

the total polarisation is

P=d:«+cox.EorD=d:«+x'.E(withx~"1+cox) (12)

Piezoelectricity is thus described by equations (10) and (12) or equivalently by

«=c:E-E.e (13a)
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and

D
= e E + x'.E (13b)

Let us now consider a piezoelectric specimen with parallel faces submitted to an alternative

potential difference V
= Voe~~~ and let us look for the steady state electro~acoustic waves

propagating in it. An electro-acoustic wave is described by a displacement vector u
and an

electric potential # or equivalently by a quadri-vector (vi, ~2, u3, 4). The following equations

are to be satisfied

electric equations div D
=

0 and E
=

-grad #

mechanical equations E =
Def u or cj =

) ~~'
+

~~~

bxj bx~ (14)
piezoelectric equations «.c E e.E and D

= e E + x'.E
dynamic equations Div « =

pfi

where p is the specific mass. After some computations one obtains four equations

~j
czj~j

~~
~k ~

~

b~4
~

~.k,i
~~l~Xi "~~ 0z~0z~ " ~P" UJ (I

"
to 3)

and
~2~ ~2 j[

~~~~ ox~ol~ ~ [
ox~oxz "

° ~~~~

These equations have a number of non trivial solutions which correspond to various modes of

vibration (tilt, twist, ). In general these solutions are complex functions of the components of

the stiffness tensor c~jk~ and of the electromechanical coupling tensor emnp. All these coefficients

vary with temperature T and in general the resonance frequency 1IT
=

27r/w also varies with

T. There exists, however, a few piezoelectric materials with the remarkable property of having

a few crystalline orientations such that the temperature variations of c~k~ and emnp precisely

compensate in a relatively large temperature range and the resonance frequency 1IT becomes

practically independent of temperature variations. This is the case for quartz, berlinite AIP04,
and lithium tantalate LiTa03. Resonators for clocks are made with thin quartz lamellae cut

parallel to one of these orientations. In contrast electronic thermometers are based on the

measurement of the frequency shift of quartz resonators cut with an orientation presenting a

large sensitivity to temperature variations.

Progress in time keeping accuracy requires that the electro-mechanical waves are not disturbed

by physical defects. The thin metallic electrodes (generally gold) deposited on the surfaces

induce elastic stresses in the vibrating quartz lamella. These stresses seem to slightly decrease

with time (relaxation by dislocation reorganisation, and the resonance frequency also

slightly vary with time (ageing phenomenon). Dislocations in the quartz lamella also decrease

the quality factor of the resonator because they scatter the electro-acoustic waves. However,

small amounts of water (tiny inclusions or water point defects) remain actually the limiting
defects in standard material. The numerous tiny water inclusions present in the synthetic

quartz grown in the sixties limited their quality factor to values of the order of Q *
10~. In

recently grown high quality crystals one generally assumes that the concentration of (4H)s;
and for Al-OH point defects still are the factor limiting the performances. The effect of these

point defects can be understood as follows. The electro-acoustic wave produces a periodic
deformation. The proton environment of the (4H)s> and Al-OH defects is also modified. This

changes the stable sites of the protons which thus continuously jump from a position to another

one. There is however a phase shift between acoustic wave and proton vibrations and,
as a
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result there is a loss of electro~acoustic energ» (internal friction). The quality factor Q of a

resonator is measured by the ratio of the maximum energy reached during a cycle divided by

the energy loss during this cycle. Q reaches 4 to 5 x
10~ for premium grade resonators with

no detectable OH and very small Al content. This premium grade quartz may be improved

by a long electro-diffusion process at a temperature just below the a
fl transition and an

electric field of m 1,000 V/cm. It is generally assumed that this process still decreases the

water content of the crystal. It might also decrease its Al and /or Na content.

7. Conclusion

Since the discovery of the hydrolytic weakening of quartz in 1965 our knowledge of its micro-

mechanisms has considerably progressed and the general concepts are now correctly under-

stood. There remains however a number of problems imperfectly solved. The equilibrium

solubility and the diffusivity of water point defects are not well known. Models of the water

assisted glide motion of dislocations still are very crude as compared with the models developed
for covalent semi~conductors for instance. There still is no reliable creep law for wet quartz

taking into account the parameter "water content" which could be extrapolated to the very low

strain rates and low stresses of natural deformation in the Earth's crust. Hydrolytic weakening
also occurs in other silicate minerals but the understanding of the associated micro-mechanisms

has not received much attention. The micro-mechanism of amorphisation of quartz (and other

silicates) under shock is not well understood. Finally it can be said that the industrial appli-

cations of quartz have reached a high degree of perfection but there still is a need for better

and purer crystals.
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